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 Coppedge Jr. He shows readers how to use alternatives to gluten to bake delicious
favorites:Maple Pecan TartPineapple Upside-Down CakeCream Cheese RugelachMolten
Chocolate CakeHam and Cheese SconesPotato Leek QuicheBlack Bottom level Cake with Cherry
Compote Whether first-time bakers or professional chefs, readers will find the baking techniques
comprehensive and easy to master.Many gluten-sensitive people have only imagined eating
gooey cinnamon buns, crusty French bread, savory pizza, and smear-worthy bagels. of the
Culinary Institute of America, everyone can indulge. But now, thanks to Chef Richard J. Utilizing a
combination of Chef Coppedge's flour blends, readers will be creating pies and tarts, cookies and
brownies, and savories and pastries to tempt any palate, gluten-sensitive or not.
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Throwing it out! I've had the book for quite some time and am finally throwing it out, combined
with the five different flour blends! The idea sounded so good - using a professional method of
gluten-free baking, and I was willing to choose the ingredients and mix the various blends. I
REALLY DO have most of these flours in my fridge, but some ingredients are odd, like guar gum,
albumen, soy flour, and whey flour. Today, I really wished a chocolate cake, so made the Devil's
Food Cake from page 160. having them in a predetermined combine helps it be impossible to
substitute for ingredients you don't like. It seemed like a whole lot when I was measuring
ingredients, but I followed the recipe specifically.I'm not in love with the five blends of flour had a
need to produce baked goods (other books We purchased offered very similar resultant products
with far less flour blend and ultimately, far lesser cost). Great Results Up to now I've baked the
Linzer Cookies, Devil's Food Cake and brownies, with great results that exceeded all the recipes
and pre-made container mixes, Aside from the Devil's Food cake. This is two to three times as
much as various other cake recipes that use baking soda/powder for leavening. Chef Coppedge, I
ate at CIA restaurants several years ago, and the meals was excellent. Please revisit this reserve,
do Plenty of testing so the recipes are obvious whether weighing OR measuring ingredients, and
then perhaps re-publish. Until then, if anyone is interested in a Gluten Free baking book, please
consider Artisanal Gluten-Free Cooking by Kelli and Peter Bronski, and The How can It Be Gluten
Totally free Cookbook by America's Check Kitchen. Both contain apparent, tested and delicious
recipes that are consistently effective. Each serving contains 660 mg of sodium based on the
nutritional information. BRAVO! The brownies kept together, had a fantastic flavor and texture,
and didn't gum up ('too fudgey")... Undoubtedly the recipe from this book was the very best.
Nevertheless, the recipe only makes about 10 sandwiches, so should be doubled or quadrupled.
The America's Check Kitchen recipe emerged in as a close second, and were better to make
because you only have one flour combination to pre-make, but the flavor and consistency weren't
as good. Great resource.]I repeated initiatives with the Devils food cake, but this recipe came in
3rd (and the cake size is 6 inches-what's up with that. Bought the book due to the CIA
designation, however the read definitely needs patience. Truly a delicious cake with great
texture. 2nd place was a mix by King Arthur, and with frosting this would be an acceptable option
(King Arthur Gluten Free Chocolate Cake Mix, 22 Oz)You can find 5 flour mixtures in this reserve
to pre-mix, and several recipes use a mix of the flour mixtures for each recipe. For example the
brownies used 2 Tble of flour mix #1 and 1/4C of flour mixture #4 ; the Linzer cookies just used
flour mixture 2; the cake used flour blend #3 (1.75 oz) plus 1 Tble of Flour #1 (I substituted
because it was used for dusting the pan). I returned to this cookbook today looking for a simple
muffin recipe and got this nonsense. Also, this did not taste like sourdough at all - just a nice rich
breads for sandwiches or jam/peanut butter - type of reminds me of a very wealthy Kinickkinick
hamburger bun regularity (sort of spongy) Perfect Interesting book User friendly GF baking book.
First place was the Chocolate Layer Cake in America's Test Kitchen publication mentioned
above..I set aside a day and baked 4 different brownie quality recipes/mixes to compare the
results. We am a baker by choice, and suddenly, I was presented with a major life style overhaul
when both my son and I were diagnosed with gluten and casein sensitivities. This prompted the
buy of the and other books. Just after tasting the baked product did I begin to investigate and
compare. Like the recipe book. The book will, however, have many recipes well worth replicating
(my favorite recipe in the entire book is the mock rye, which is now our go-to bread in the house).
Just remember that if baking gluten free of charge is not used to you, you can find other choices
in Kindle books and on the web blogs, that you might find far less intimidating for the first time
gluten free of charge baker.The book is ideal for exploring the technical nature of closely



replicating baked goods and I learned a lot. A MUST for all those with Gluten Issues MIND
BLOWING! Some amazing quality recipes, some not so great I pre-ordered this and received it
back in September when it 1st came out. Piping was a tragedy - right now I roll the dough
between bits of saran wrap or parchmentTriple chocolate cookies- too wealthy (and I love
chocolate) - won't make againPancakes - inedible - way too rich and sweet. how did anyone
believe this was advisable?Quality recipes I've tried:Corn muffins (I made cornbread) - very rich
and delicious - like Jiffy, made incredible cornbread stuffing and yummy on its own too - this
recipe alone was worth my purchasing the cookbookBlueberry pie crumble - used an assortment
of frozen berries w/ a complete Foods frozen GF crust - very great but will try with less sugar
next timePizza Crust - good although a little on the rich part. My fridge is now filled with bins of
the 5 different flour mixes and I've made several dishes. Blech. experienced to throw these away
and it takes a great deal for me to do thatSourdough - made good rolls but also very rich - still
have a dozen or more in the freezer - when I tried to produce a loaf, it extended and dripped all
over the oven - extremely messy. Very pleased. Have only used a couple of the recipes, They
turned out very nicely, and are tasty as well. However, I think I might have been influenced
because of it being a CIA selection into considering it will be friendlier than it is. I want to find
him and thank him for such an excellent publication. If gluten can be an concern for you, you
truly need a duplicate. Being truly a chef, and teaching college students these techniques
provides really the bar! Photos are of the process, not of the finished work, which is great. I used
my friend's until I purchased my very own. The cookies arrived tender and delicious and I'd be
challenged to discern the difference between these and ones made with a gluten recipe. Four
Stars Bought it as something special Five Stars Daughter was gluten free of charge and this
book was recommend lots of good dishes for the picky eater Like this gluten free of charge
recipe book! For an experienced baker, it presented the need for extreme patience in reading and
flour blending. Chef Coppedge provides succeeded to make things I never thought I'd have again.
Book came as referred to with some cover wear, and arrived in a timely manner. Who would
actually do this? This cookbook wants you to create 5 flour blends, which would take a lot of $$$,
time, and space for storage... I really do recommend this reserve but beware as There is with
most dishes either I love it, or I hate it, so be sure to take notes on what you've tried, what you
liked etc. Prior results have been irritating, but I was ready to try again. I baked a container
combine from King Arthur Flour, box mix by Hodgson Mill, America Test Kitchen Brownie Recipe
from their book "The HOW DO It Become Gluten Free of charge Cookbook #1", and one from this
reserve.. The batter tasted great, the cake is definitely tender and looks gorgeous and consistent
throughout, but there's an off taste left in my mouth that I can only attribute to using 2
teaspoons of baking soda to significantly less than 1/2 glass of flour blend. So there's an
investment to make up the various flour mixtures, but I think it's worth it easily continue steadily
to get the outcomes I have thus far. This involves a significant amount of math just to figure out
how much of each flour I would need to make the recipe... I hardly understand why the authors
didn't at least write "1/4 rice flour" "1/2 teaspoon garglemilk" rather than including it in ridiculous
mixes. It makes me mad!!! Great resource. The container mixes were both so bad, there is no
comparison. More of a text book than a cookbook.
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